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Several problems regarding isometric shifts proposed by Gutek et al. (J. Funct.
Anal. 101 (1991), 97119) are solved.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
A linear operator T on a Banach space X is said to be an isometric shift
if the following hold:
(1) &T(x)&=&x& for all x # X;
(2) the image im T of T is a subspace of codimension 1 in X;
(3) n # N im T n=[0].
Such operators have been studied in [1, 4], and [3], to the last of
which the present article may be regarded as an appendix. Gutek and his
co-authors made a special study of isometric shifts on spaces C(K) of
continuous (real- or complex-valued) functions on compact spaces K.
They established a classification of such operators as either ``Type I'' or
``Type II''. Holub had already shown that no shift exists on CR (K) if K is
connected; Gutek et al. showed that a shift of Type I can exist on CC (K)
only when K has isolated points. They also provided evidence making it
plausible that a Type II shift might exist on CR (K), where K is the Cantor
set. We complete the task by showing that such a shift does indeed exist.
In view of Holub's result about connectness, it is natural to ask whether
there exist connected spaces K such that CC (K) admits an isometric shift.
Results in [4] rule out the possibility of this happening for many ``well-
known'' spaces K, in particular for all manifolds. However, we show that
there do exist connected K such that CC (K) admits a shift and that there
exist both a Peano continuum (a continuous image of [0, 1]) and a one-
dimensional connected compactum with this property.
We recall from [3] the definition of a Type II shift. Let K be a compact
space and let w: K  [0, 1] (resp. w: K  T=[` # C: |`|=1]) be a con-
tinuous function; let c be an element of K and let : K  K be a continuous
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surjection with the property that &1(c) has two elements while &1(t) has
exactly one element for all other t # K. Then we may define a linear
isometry T: C(K)  C(K) by
(Tf )(t)=w(t) f ((t)).
If this operator is a shift, then it is said to be of Type II. The difficulty in
finding examples lies in finding criteria to guarantee that the intersection
n # N im T n is trivial. Our first objective is to establish a way of obtaining
triples (K, , w) such that this is easily seen to be the case.
Proposition. Let L be a compact space and let _ be a homeomorphism
of L onto itself. Let v be a continuous mapping from L into [0, 1] (resp. T)
and let a, b be two elements of L. Assume that the following hold:
(1) v(a)=&v(b);
(2) v(_n(a))=v(_n(b)) for every n # Z"[0];
(3) for every non-empty open subset U of L there exists a positive
integer n such that _&n(a) and _&n(b) both belong to U.
Let C(L) denote CR (L) (resp. CC (L)), let S: C(L)  C(L) be the
isometry defined by (Sf )(s)=v(s) f (_(s)) and let X be the closed subspace
X=[ f # C(L): f (_n(a))=f (_n(b)) for all positive integers n]. Then X is
S-invariant and SX is an isometric shift operator X.
Proof. If f is in X and n>0 then v(_n(a))=v(_n(b)) by (2), and
f (_n+1(a))=f (_n+1(b)) because f # X. So (Sf )(_n(a))=v(_n(a)) f (_n+1(a)
=v(_n(b)) f (_n+1(a))=(Sf )(_n(b), which shows that x is S-invariant.
To complete the proof, we first show that, for all n # N, the image of T n
is given by:
im T n=[ f # X: f (_&m(a))=&f (_&m(b)) for all 0m<n]
=[ f # C(L): f (_r(a))=f (_r(b)) for r>0
and &f (_r(b)) for 0r>&n].
This assertion is certainly true for n=0 if we take T 0 to be the identity
operator on the domain of T, which is X. Assume now that it is true for
a certain n0. We have f # im T n+1 if and only if S &1f # im T n. By our
inductive hypothesis, this is so if and only if
(S&1f )(_r(b))={(S
&1 f )(_r(a))
&(S&1f )(_r(a))
if r>0
if 0r>&n.
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An easy calculation shows that (S&1f )(_rt)=v(_r&1(t))&1 f (_r&1(t)), so
that (writing s=r&1) the above necessary and sufficient condition for
f # im T n+1 becomes
v(_s(b)) f (_s(b))={v(_
s(a)) f (_s(a))
&v(_s(a)) f (_s(a))
if s0
if 0r> &n.
When we take into account Conditions (1) and (2), we see that this is
equivalent to
_s(b)={ f (_
s(a))
&f (_s(a))
if s>0
if 0s> &n&1,
which is what we want.
The presence in the characterization of im T n+1 of the extra condition
f (_&n(a))=&f (_&n(b)) shows that this space is of codimension 1 in
im T n, so that the proof will be completed if we show that
n # N im T n=[0]. Let f be in this intersection and let s be any element of
L. Then, by Condition (3) and continuity of f, there exists a subsequence
(nk) of N such that f (_&nk(a)) and f (_&nk(b)) both tend to f (s) as k  .
However, for all k we have f (T &nk(a))= &f (T &nk(b)) because f is in
im T nk+1, so that f (s) must be 0. This completes the proof. K
Remark. The space X considered in the above Proposition is of course
a subalgebra of C(L) which contains 1 and which, in the complex case, is
closed under complex conjugation. Thus X may be identified with the space
C(K), where K is the quotient space of L under a certain equivalence
relation, namely the closure in L_L of [(s, t): s=t or _n>0 such that
[s, t]=[_n(a), _n(b)]]. The mappings _ and v induce well-defined con-
tinuous mappings : K  K and w: K  [0, 1] (resp. w: K  T). The
shifts SX corresponds to the operator T: C(K)  C(K) defined by
(Tf )(s)=w(s) f ((s)).
Theorem 1. There is an isometric shift on CR (K) where K is the Cantor
set.
Proof. We shall start by working with a convenient realization of the
Cantor set as the set L=[0, 1] Z of all doubly infinite sequences of 0's
and 1's. For z # L we define
v(z)={ 1&1
if z0=z&1
if z0{z&1 .
We define a mapping _: L  L by (_z)n=zn&1 . We fix, once and for all,
a sequence d # [0, 1] N having the property that, for every N # N and
159isometric shifts on C(K )
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every x # [0, 1]N, there exists M # N such that dM+n=xm for 0m<N.
Thus every finite string of 0's and 1's occurs somewhere in the infinite
sequence d. We define two special elements a, b of L by setting am=
bm=dm for m0 and am=0, bm=1 for m<0. We shall show that condi-
tions (1), (2), and (3) of the Proposition hold.
(1) Since a0=b0=d0 , while a&1=0 and b&1=1, it is certainly the
case that v(a)= &v(b).
(2) Let n be a positive integer. We have _&n(a)0=an=dn=bn=
_&n(b)0 and _&n(a)&1=an&1=dn&1=bn&1=_&n(b)&1 , so that v(_&n(a))
=v(_&n(b)). On the other hand, _n(a)0=a&n=0=a&n&1=_n(a)&1 and
_n(b)0=b&n=1=b&n&1=_n(b)&1 , so that v(_n(a))=1=v(_n(b)).
(3) If U is any non-empty open subset of L then there exists a
natural number P and a finite sequence ( y&P , y&P+1 , ..., yP&1, yP) of 0's
and 1's, such that U contains the set [z # L: zn=yn for all n with |n|P].
Now by the way in which d was chosen, there exists a natural number M
such that dM+m=ym&P for 0m2P. Thus, setting m=n+P, we
have
_&(M+P)(a)n=aM+P+n=dM+P+n=yn
and
_&(M+P)(b)n=bM+P+n=dM+P+n=yn
whenever |n|P. Thus _&(M+P)(a) and _&(M+P)(b) are in U.
By our Remark, we see that we have obtained an isometric shift operator
on CR (K) where K is the quotient of L under the relation that consists of
the diagonal of L_L, together with the closure of [(s, t): [s, t]=
[_n(a), _n(b)]]. Now, for positive n, the elements _n(a) form a sequence
which converges, as n  , to 0=(. . ., 0, 0, 0, . . .), while _n(b) tends to
1=(. . ., 1, 1, 1, . . .). So taking the closure adds only the two extra elements
(0, 1) and (1, 0) to the relation. It is now easy to see that the quotient space
K is compact, metrizable, perfect and totally disconnected, and hence
homeomorphic to the Cantor set. K
Theorem 2 Let J be a compact separable space with more than one
element. Then there is an isometric shift operator on CC (K) for a suitable
chosen quotient space K of J N.
Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1. We take L to be
J Z and define _: L  L by _(z) j=zj&1 . We fix a dense sequence ( jn)n # N in
J, with the property that j0 and j1 are distinct, and a mapping +: N  N
160 richard haydon
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with the property that, for every N # N and every (r0 , r1 , ..., rN&1) # NN,
there exists M>0 with rm=+(M+m) for 0m<N. We define a, b # L by
an=j0 bn=j1 for n<0
a0=j0 b0=j0
an=j+(n) bn=j+(n) for n>0.
It is quite easy to verify that Condition (3) of the Proposition is satisfied.
We now fix a continuous function u: J  T satisfying u( j0)=1,
u( j1)=&1, and set v(z)=u(z0) u(z&1)&1 (z # L). It is clear that Condi-
tions (1) and (2) are now satisfied as well. K
Corollary. There is a Peano continuum K such that CC (K) admits an
isometric shift operator.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2 taking J to be the interval [0, 1]. The
resulting quotient space K is a continuous image of [0, 1] N and hence a
continuous image of [0, 1]. K
Theorem 3. There is a one-dimensional, connected, compact, metric
space K such that CC (K) admits an isometric shift operator.
Proof. We return to the notation of Theorem 1, with L=[0, 1]Z. We
define L to be the quotient of L_[0, 1] by the relation that identifies, for
each z # L, the two points (z, 1) and (_(z), 0). We fix an irrational number
: # (0, 1) and define _~ : L  L by
_~ (z, t)={(z, t+:)(_(z), t+:&1)
if t+:1
otherwise.
We need a sequence d # [0, 1] N as in the proof of Theorem 1, but chosen
with a bit more care. Writing wtx for the integer part of t # R, what we need
is that, for each N and each x # [0, 1]N, the set
[M:&wM:x: M # N]
is dense in [0, 1]. It is easy to see that this can be achieved. Taking a and
b in L as before, we set a~ =(a, 0) and b =(b, 0).
Because of the way we have chosen d we see that, for every (z, t) # L ,
there is a subsequence (nk) of N such that _~ &nk(a~ ) and _~ &nk(b ) both con-
verge to (z, t) as k  . This shows that Condition (3) of the Proposition
holds and also that the set H=n # N [_n(a)]_[0, 1] is dense in L . Now,
because of the identifications made in the definition of L , the set H is a
continuous image of the half-line [0, ). Thus L has a connected dense
subset and is itself connected.
161isometric shifts on C(K )
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If we now set
v~ (z, t)=ei?((1&t) |z0&z&1|+t |z1&z0| ),
then v~ is a well-defined continuous mapping from L into T and we readily
verify that (1) and (2) hold.
We conclude that there is an isometric shift operator on CC (K ), where
K is obtained from L by identifying, for each positive integer n, the pair of
points _~ n(a~ ) and _~ n(a~ ), and also, for each t # [0, 1], the pair of points (0, t)
and (1, t).
To see that K is one-dimensional is straightforward, given some easy
dimension theory. The space L_[0, 1] is certainly one-dimensional and
the quotient map ?: L_[0, 1]  L  K is a homeomorphism on the subset
L"F, where F is the closed set
(L_[0, 1]) _ ([0, 1]_[0, 1]) _ .
n1
[(_n(a), n:&wn:x), (_n(b), n:&wn:x)].
Thus ?[L"F] is one-dimensional. On the other hand, ?[[0, 1]_[0, 1]] is
homeomorphic to T and ?[L_[0, 1]] is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
So K is a countable union of subsets that are of dimension one or zero,
which gives us the result by the Sum Theorem (see, for instance, page 42
of [2]). K
Problems. The author does not know whether there is a finite-dimen-
sional Peano continuum K such that C C (K) admits an isometric shift. Do
there exist (for a suitably chosen n) w: Tn  T and _: Tn  Tn such that the
hypotheses of the Proposition are satisfied?
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